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National Youth Festival 2015: The learning space of My Dreams!
National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) and the United Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA) organized the Youth Festival as part of the Adolescence Education
Programme at NCERT, New Delhi during January and May 2015. The festival was held in two
phases – the first from 28-30 January and the second from 6-8 May 2015. The three day
festival, on the theme, ‘The learning space of My Dreams’ was attended by a total of 120
students (in the age range of 13-16 years, grades 8-10 for Kendriya Vidyalayas and Jawahar
Navodaya Vidyalayas and secondary school learners for National Open School) and 120
teachers/ tutors from across the country. The festival was a culmination of on-the-spot creative
writing and poster making events across 1,095 Kendriya Vidyalayas, 595 Jawahar Navodaya
Vidyalayas and 18 Regional Centers of the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS). As all
120 students and their corresponding teachers and tutors could not be accommodated
simultaneously; the festival was organized in two phases. List of participants for both the
phases of the youth festival are annexed as Annexure 1.

Background
Educational institutions play a crucial role in determining young people’s scholastic
achievements and more importantly, in shaping their thought processes and value systems that
influence the choices that they make throughout their lives. With the emphasis on school
education in India and given the fact that young people spend substantial time in schools, it
seemed important to explore if the system and structures of school education are responsive to
their needs and aspirations. Students expressed themselves on the themes of “School of My
Dreams/ Education of My Dreams” through creative writing and posters. The theme of the
festival was in tandem with the guiding principles of Adolescence Education which propound
that the programme should enable young people to articulate their issues and know their
rights, build self-esteem, self-confidence and develop ability to take on responsibility for self,
relationships and (to an extent) society around them. Against this backdrop, the Youth Festival
was organized with the following objectives-

Objectives
•

To create a shared platform for adolescents, teachers and tutors to:
• Identify the vision and values (characteristics) of an ideal learning space. Share
action plans and recommendations to align their systems with the ideal learning
space.
• Express the characteristics of an ideal learning space through creative tools of
poster making, comics, creative writing and theatre
• Identify specific roles for themselves as well as the school administrators and
policy makers in co-creating ideal learning spaces
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The decision to bring the adolescents and the adults on a common platform was a conscious
effort to not just listen to the students’ perspectives on an ideal learning space but to also hear
out the teachers’ views on co-creating these spaces. More importantly, the festival provided a
forum to both students and teachers to articulate their views freely, dream without inhibitions,
discuss, debate and consolidate their views (sometimes divergent!!) on system-specific
recommendations for being able to experience ideal learning spaces in their own settings.
Conscious efforts were made to break the barriers of hierarchy to facilitate exchange of ideas
among students and teachers as well as different participating systems through several
mechanisms such as, non-judgmental facilitation that encouraged expression, different
grouping mechanisms that brought different systems, stakeholders and interests together at
different points of time.
It is noteworthy that at least for the duration of the festival some of the barriers between
students and teachers and different school systems remained suspended! It is hoped that even
if a fraction of the collaborative and joyful learning environment created during the festival
remains alive within all participants, one could begin to see positive changes in learning spaces.
The participants shared concrete ideas for improving their learning spaces and the onus is on all
stakeholders, the policy makers and program managers to make the necessary efforts to cocreate eco-systems that can absorb ideas to facilitate realization of ideal learning spaces within
the context of system-specific realities.
It is significant that as the participating students and teachers raised certain expectations from
their respective school systems; they also took responsibility for changes that they could
initiate at individual level to improve their learning spaces. Especially for the adolescents, this
may be an important first step towards active citizenship that could go a long way in enabling
these young people to take more responsibility for the change that they want to see in the
environment around them. It is recognized that the festival directly reached out to few students
and teachers but we hope that if the respective school systems find merit in this initiative, they
will replicate it. Needless to say, there is tremendous potential among young people! All of us
need to work together to ensure that school spaces provide the necessary environment and
opportunities for them to realize their full potential.
A detailed report of the festival is presented below. It may be noted that while the festival was
held in two phases, the sessions and the design that were followed were similar in both the
events.
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Day-1
WELCOME SESSION
The three day National Youth Festival, both in January and May began with an inaugural
address by Prof. Saroj Yadav, Head and Dean, Dept. of Social Science, NCERT. In the January
festival, the Deputy Representative UNFPA, Mr. Toshihiro Tanaka spoke on the vision for
working with adolescents in schools, while Prof. B.K.Tripathi, Director, NCERT gave inaugural
remarks. In the festival held in May, Mr. Venkatesh Srinivasan, Assistant Representative UNFPA
and Prof. B. K. Tripathi, Director, NCERT addressed the participants.
All participants were welcomed and briefed about the vision of the Adolescence Education
Programme (AEP). The objectives of the Youth festival were shared the potential of young
adolescents and youth was highlighted. It was stressed that there is need for the AEP to be
expanded to the grass root level in order to reach out to those who are currently at the
peripheries. The participating students were urged to continue their creative abilities and life
skills. One of the speakers said that the possibilities visible in the creative expressions will steer
adolescents and the education system in the right direction. Attention was drawn to the
National Curriculum Framework wherein there is focus on the study of arts and crafts which is
essential for developing not only the aesthetic sensibility but also for learning how to
manipulate materials and developing attitudes and skills essential for work. It was stressed that
the curriculum must expose children to practical life skills and work experiences of varied kinds.
All stakeholders were thanked for the success of the programme.
In the first phase a documentary on the Adolescence Education Programme (AEP) made by
UNFPA in collaboration with NCERT was shown to the audience that applauded the
documentary which was both educative and helpful in generating awareness among teachers
and students on different aspects of the AEP. It depicted many issues related to children and
adolescents like child abuse, gender biased sex selection etc. in a sensitive and comprehensive
manner.
In the festival in May, Centre for Health and Social Justice (CHSJ), used a short film on Gender
Discrimination and Masculinities developed by “Must Bol” that portrayed the menace of sexual
harassment that pervades all spaces including college campuses and what can be done at
individual level to discourage and to some extent stop it. The film initiated an intense discussion
and a dialogue with the participants on several aspects related to the issue. The film and the
ensuing conversations sparked a lot of interest among the participants around the subject that
eventually found expression in the posters, comics and the skits that the participants prepared
and presented on the concluding day of the festival.
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Following the inaugural session, the participating students and teachers were divided into four
smaller groups - two groups of students and two of teachers. This group formation allowed
mixing of students and teachers from the three school systems and was well received by the
participants.

SESSION I: Envisioning an ideal learning space
Objectives:
1. To create a common understanding about an ideal learning space and the role it can play in
enhancing joyful learning.
2. To identify the feelings that the ideal learning space should generate in the learners.
3. To encourage students and teachers to share their thoughts and ideas on how to improve
their existing learning spaces.

Session with students
Before introducing the activities in the session, the facilitators asked the participants to
democratically arrive at some rules that they would jointly adhere to throughout their sessions.
Some of the rules that were formulated in this regard were Listening to others when they speak
 Waiting for one’s turn before speaking
 Avoiding chorus answers
 Participating fully and actively
 Respecting other’s ideas
 Switching off mobile
 Working as a team
 Valuing time and respecting time limits
Once the rules were set and everyone agreed to abide
by them it was followed by an ice-breaking exercise
where participants were given opportunities to know
about each other. Called the ‘Name Game’ the
participants formed two circles – an inner and outer
circle. The participants in each of the circles stood
facing each other and the inner circle had to move in a
clockwise direction at the instruction of the facilitators
and as they moved enquired about the name, one
dish, one river, dreams and hobbies of the person
facing them. Till all participants came back to the point
at which they started, more questions were added
which they had to quickly ask the participants whom
they were facing.

Bringing learnings and sharing- Knowing each other
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Another game cum energizer ‘Float the Balloon game’
was played next. The purpose of the activity was that
in order to float one’s dreams one has to make the
effort which includes the effort of involving others to
support it for its fulfilment. Without one’s ownership
and initiative, things are not likely to move and the
dream may just remain a dream.

Introductory Session: Now, I know you better!

Participants in groups of 3 members were given balloons which they were expected to keep
afloat in the air for as long as was possible without using any of their body parts. After several
of the balloons got mixed up in the room and hit the ceiling and exploded, the participants
were given instructions to repeat the act, but this time using body parts. After everyone’s
balloons finally touched the ground, they were made to reflect upon their actions during the
task. They were asked if they had cheated or hurt others, or had not worked along with their
team.
There were students from JNVs, KVs and NIOS. Since the students were drawn from both the
formal education system as well as from distance education some interesting ideas emerged
during this session. These reflections set the tempo, tone and context for the next 2 days on
one’s engagement and the larger purpose of what one should do to achieve dreams in one’s
personal lives and in the education space and system one wants - as a student or as a teacher.
The conversations that followed were woven together and connected to the “learning space of
my dreams”. Through the next activity titled, ‘My Dream Learning Space’ the participants were
divided into four groups and asked to visualize a safe learning space and identify the
characteristics of such a space. Placards, chart paper, and colors were given to all of them and
they were asked to either express themselves through drawings or write down their needs and
aspirations as adolescents and list things that would help create a space/vision of their dreams.
Initially they were not clear about what the safe learning space was as they couldn’t think
beyond what they already had in terms of their existing school. But on further explanation by
the facilitators they began to jot down what they wanted in their “ideal” school. The groups
expressed their ideas using different forms of expression like poetry, creative slogans, drawings
etc. to make a list and describe the desired characteristics.
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Trust, creativity, security, being able to express, not measuring success in a limited way of
scores obtained in exams, not targeting failure, not being judged on appearance, teachers and
elders not imposing their aspirations on children and allowing them to pursue their dreams;
friendship among and between genders not being misunderstood were some of the things that
were prominently listed.
The facilitators synthesized the young people’s
expression of their needs and dreams as well as the help
and support they would need to fulfill their needs and
realize their dreams. Consolidating the session, the
facilitators said that the dream school is a place where:
 there is fun along with learning
 School is important, but it should be a cool, serene
space, with no boundaries
 there is equality and respect for each other
 there should be no fear












friendliness and trust between teachers and Weaving together the conversations of participants
students
teachers should learn from students too
information should be experiential
there are no pre-conceived ideas
there is good communication, opportunity to interact with peers
creativity and ability to think out of the box is nurtured clean environment
there are opportunities for e-learning
the classroom shouldn’t be the students’ world, but the world should be their classroom
encourages inter and intra school competitions;
gives an opportunity to students to participate in activities of their choice
Learners (NIOS) felt that increasing the number of tutors would make it into an ideal
learning space.
The students from JNVs, KVs and NIOS had a
positive feedback about the schools and
their teachers, some students also had
stories to share about situations they have
been facing. While bullying and ragging was
seen as a major problem in formal schools,
open school learners were often stigmatized
as less than equal.
Students presenting their ideas
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Formal school students also feel that they do not have option of choosing the sport and subject
they prefer and that it was forced onto them by the school. Sports and cultural activities are
only looked at as a competition oriented activity where the students have to win in order to be
part of such activities. It is more of a robotic set up at the schools that is strictly time bound.
Students also expressed that they miss a sense of freedom and discovery that is crucial to
learning. Learners from open schooling rarely get such opportunities and felt that such spaces
need to be built into the system. Students feel the coursework is hectic and sometimes not of
their interest.
During these interactions the student participants also
shared their aspirations. Some of the professions that they
aspired for were the Indian Administrative Service (IAS),
Visual and Performing Arts, Medicine, Mountaineering and
Engineering. These aspirations cut across the three different
school systems: KVS, NVS and NIOS. It was also observed
that the students, who were
initially not very vocal and
less participative, later opened up and expressed themselves
freely.
The facilitator summed up the session with the understanding
that to fulfill larger dreams, everyone has to come together as a
group; change, inspire and be responsible for one’s choices.

Session with teachers
SESSION OBJECTIVES:
 To identify one’s own personal needs and aspirations as a teacher
 To imagine the needs and aspirations of their students if they were assigned a similar
exercise
 To envision the space that would help them achieve those aspirations
 To work collaboratively in describing that space that will enable both teachers and
students to work in unison towards their aspirations
The activity on keeping the balloon afloat was carried out differently in the teachers group. It
was an individual activity. In the first round, they had to keep their balloon afloat without using
any body parts and the balloons did not stay up in air for very long. In the second round,
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participants could use their body parts and
could sustain the balloons in air for a longer
duration which of course highlights the same
learnings as identified in the students’ group.
After reflecting on their personal aspirations
and perhaps those of their students, the
teachers were divided into three smaller
groups where they were allowed to express
their concepts of the ideal learning space that
would shape these aspirations. The
discussions were broadly categorized into:





Enabling students to fulfill their needs and aspirations
Subject specific problem solving
Contribute towards larger social and societal development
Personal and professional growth opportunities

Enabling Students
 Freedom of expression – respect everyone’s thoughts and opinions
 Work in collaboration – students, teachers, parents and the community
 Be inclusive (of all children especially first generation learners) and carry out
transparent discussions that give students a better understanding and perspective of
themselves, their rights and the world around them
 Create a non-discriminating environment in terms of gender, culture, skills & abilities
Subject Specific Problem Solving
 Eliminating unnecessary pressure on students and teachers by stressing on
examinations and percentage outcomes
 Kinaesthetic learning methods – going beyond the text books (like experiments, role
plays, etc.)
Social and Societal Development
 Cooperation of students with their classmates/ housemates in order to cope with
certain issues and progress through social support
 Peer-education
Personal and Professional Growth
 Flexibility – in handling students’ experiences
 Incentives as motivation for teachers and students
 Physical activity for students – sports and games
 Human and democratic values – “it’s not about books but how to be in society”, “when
you fall how to pick yourself up”
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Other issues brought up by the groups included
 Career guidance for students
 Free time for teachers
 Ensure a healthy lifestyle in terms of diet and exercise
 Do away with old techniques of study and progress with development – resources.
However, the point on resources was countered in making them understand that
resources are not everything. They can help facilitate, but a teacher is the child’s
motivation!
The teachers’ aspirations revolved around shaping students to become better citizens of the
country. One of the teachers mentioned that her aspiration was, “To make students perfect
who will make India no. 1 in the world”. Another mentioned that her aspiration was to, “Spread
Education and bring reformation in the society”. Still another said, “I want to spread the
positive energy within me to my students. I want to help each and every child and inculcate
values, discipline, materials, etc. Bring out their inner potentialities within them and make them
a good citizen of India.” The goal then is accurately summed up, “Make myself efficient to make
a student a good citizen”.
Articulated that parents, teachers, community and
resources represent the roots of the tree, the core
that will nourish the school environment and make it
more responsive to needs and aspirations of young
people. When the above mentioned entities are in
synergy, the trunk of the tree has abundance of
freedom, guidance and opportunities and the
environment is nurturing: the visual represents a girl
counseling a boy who is worried that he should not
worry (gender tackled!) Students will be able to
choose what they want to do (depicted by a boy playing football and a girl, playing hockey). The
learning will happen in a co-operative, collaborative space and the students will aim for the
stars.
The fruits of such a live tree would be knowledge, prosperity, success, happiness, health,
development, growth, morality, values and progress
Another teachers group compared the aspirations of young people to the Sun and identified
respecting one another’s thoughts and ideas, career guidance and counseling, motivation in
every sphere, appreciation of adolescent psychology, freedom of expression, no restricted
syllabus, e-learning opportunities and lots of physical activities.
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But teachers adding a sense of realism (!) to
their Sun and mentioned that Sun is not able
to achieve its true potential due to CLOUDS of
less
physical
activities,
sub-optimal
opportunities for creative expression, curtailed
freedom of teachers, lack of opportunities to
express freely, constraints imposed by
examinations, teachers mindsets, fixed time
table and the focus on completion of syllabus
rather than learning.
Teachers also articulated the need for creating opportunities for transparent discussion and
counseling among teachers and students, early identification of children’s potential and
focused efforts to enhance them, active classroom participation and increased practical
knowledge, increased value education, creation of similar interest peer groups to enhance the
spirit of collaboration, classroom lessons to connect with real life and healthy life style and
emphasized the need for enhancing capacities of teachers and facilitators. The teachers also
mentioned that availability of resources was important to create an ideal learning space. Some
teachers emphasized on moral education and there was a meaningful discussion on whether
schools should be giving the dictum of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ or enabling young people to make
their own choices on the basis of relevant information and skills.
The teachers shared that the major barrier in living their ideal learning space is evaluation of
teachers’ performances on the basis of marks obtained by students in their examination. They
mentioned that neither teachers nor students should be evaluated on the basis of written work
in students’ note books, no of questions solved by them or marks achieved by students in their
examinations. While CCE emphasizes on holistic development of a child, it is approaches of
teaching, teachers’ qualitative inputs, their innovative approaches and overall changes in a
student’s personality that should be the criterion of evaluating a teacher’s performance and not
the mere quantitative performance in an exam. They said that such criteria hamper their efforts
to co-create and live ideal learning spaces. Innovative and participatory methodologies could
not be effectively applied in classrooms until teachers get that freedom and a barriers of
hierarchy are broken to start a healthy conversations between administration, teachers and
students to facilitate exchange of ideas among students and teachers as well as different
participating systems through several mechanisms that included non-judgmental facilitation
that encouraged expression as well as different grouping mechanisms that brought different
systems, stakeholders and interests together at different points of time.
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Trust, freedom and respect were three issues that reverberated through the entire session. The students of formal
education articulated that the teachers need to trust them. However, there was a fine line of differences of
thoughts amongst the students and teachers over these issues. While the students felt that the teachers are very
restrictive, the teachers remained convinced that they were protective. The students felt that their freedom of
choice was not being respected. For the students of formal education the issues ranged from selection of subjects
to the kind of sport they played while for distance education learners it was all about their choice of mode of
education. The students and teachers had opposing points of view with regard to freedom to interact with the
opposite sex. Students felt that they should be allowed to mingle so that they had a better understanding of the
opposite sex to respect each other and to develop healthy relationship in schools and in the society. This difference
of opinion seemed to have breached the student- teacher relationship. Trusting each other and a close bonding
would do the magic to create a more positive environment at the schools, which in turn would help create an Ideal
space for both students in their learning and teachers in their responsibilities. A friendly teacher creates positive
thoughts in the minds of the students about their own abilities and self-image. Creating a legitimate space in both
the formal education system and the distance education system to share such thoughts would help in mitigating the
distrust amongst the principle stakeholders. Only then will the schools become an ideal learning space as
envisioned by the students. This also had a bearing on the ability of the teachers to be more open and nonjudgmental and the need for such transformative experiences for the teachers to enable them to identify their own
barriers in this. The teachers also clearly articulated that their evaluation only on the basis of marks scored by
students undermined their creative efforts in improving learning.

When asked to articulate their personal needs and aspirations, all the teachers mentioned that they need
opportunities for professional growth. However, they also expressed that they could focus on their profession
when their personal lives were in harmony. They also mentioned that it is important to work on both personal
and professional goals simultaneously because it is important to attain a balance in life between family, personal
and professional needs. Satisfaction in personal lives promotes a healthier attitude when dealing with children at
work.
One of the points discussed which recurred throughout the three days was that the teachers felt they are not
given enough time for themselves. In fact, they also voiced that their professional development was not
prioritized. It may be noted that in such cases when personal goals (like interests or hobbies, or even spending
quality time with family) are not met, frustration builds and is likely to be displaced (as an ego defense) on a
target that will probably not retaliate – students.
It is important therefore to understand that high expectations of their duty will not make them more efficient. It
was evident through the session that the teachers’ aspirations were more or less in line with the ideal learning
space envisioned. One of the teachers spoke about a space that “should be free from all sorts of discrimination,
full of fun and learning, scope for all students and mutual sharing of knowledge”. It was also mentioned that
“education is meaningful only when creativity blossoms. The assessments made by teachers should be always
unbiased, constructive and helpful to the students”.
One teacher spoke about “The need for freedom and connectivity with students, co-workers, management and
parents” which shows the willingness to collaborate with significant others in order to make a change in the
existing system. It was also mentioned, “My need and aspiration – dealing with children with a personal touch”.
So there is an obvious intention towards creating this space but perhaps what need is the support, cooperation
and freedom to be able to act on it.
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It was observed that in this session, the students and teachers got to know each other better in
their respective groups. In terms of envisioning a learning space, among other characteristics,
the teachers voiced the need for a friendly and natural environment where one’s ideas and
opinions could be shared fearlessly; where one’s interaction with others is positive and one is
encouraged for one’s efforts.

Group presentations
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The characteristics of ideal learning spaces as articulated by students and teachers are
summarized below:
STUDENTS

TEACHERS

Freedom/ choice of individual, express freely

Freedom – expression of thoughts, syllabus

Individual aspiration to be identified

Respect for each other’s thoughts & opinions

Building trust, motivation

Cooperation

Love

Empathy

Exposure (internal & external)

Physical activity

Institutional support in breaking stereotypes

Flexibility

Opportunity to explore learn, allow creativity

Stress free environment (elimination of pressure)

Friendly relationships between
Teachers/facilitators- support, freedom to
approach without fear
Nonjudgmental space - where students can easily
talk to teachers
Students should be allowed to ask questions

Motivation for teachers & students both

Peer to peer learning and getting to know each
other
Fearless & positive atmosphere in school

Peer Education

Respect for each other & for space

Creative opportunities of growth

Building trust & motivation

Inclusive & Transparent discussion

Cross border engagement

Inculcating human & democratic value

Experiential learning

Methodology - experience sharing, Activity based,
integrated teaching, concrete objectives, storytelling, group
discussion , Marks less tests

Learning from mistakes

A calm, clean and Cool space – Hangout Zone

Free from all Boundaries and walls of
discrimination – Gender/Social, cross gender
relationships should not be looked at negatively
Free from ragging/Bullying

Comfortable infrastructure

Non-discriminatory/non-judgmental
Learning free of time constraints

Collaboration of stakeholders –
Students/Teachers/Parents/Community

- Fearless Environment

World should become my classroom

- Agree with disagreement

Two-way learning process

- Two Way Communication

Positive reaffirmation – recognition and positive
strokes
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SESSION II: ‘Agreeing Upon the Most Critical Characteristics of an Ideal
Learning Space’
Objectives:
1. Identifying the common characteristics for the ideal learning space as derived in the previous
session.
2. Understanding the principles of the ideal learning space.
3. Understanding how the characteristics of an ideal space can be created through actioning of
the 5th space principles
All the participants gathered in the
auditorium for this session. 5th Space is a
framework conceptualized by Pravah to
design and promote adolescent and youth
leadership and empowerment spaces and
journeys. The 5th space concept and
framework was published as “Ocean In a
Drop: Inside Out Youth Leadership”
published by Sage in 2013. The 5th space is
part of the curriculum and recommended
reading in leading social work and youth
development institutes like TISS, RGNIYD
and Bosco Institute and its principles are
being practiced by a large number of volunteer
engaging organisations across the country.
The idea of a 5th Space was discussed through the screening of a movie named ‘Class of
Rowdies.’ The class of rowdies was used as a trigger to enable the participants to connect their
real life experiences especially in school settings with the principles of 5th space. The
conversations and characteristics arrived at in the previous session by the four groups were
then reported back and connected with this concept.
Following this, a discussion on ‘the ideal learning space’ was taken up. Open and cross
conversations brought up different perspectives and some thought provoking questions which
generated a lot of discussion, both very essential principles of the 5th space. Some of the key
principles of an ideal learning space that emerged from the discussion are synthesized below:



The environment is safe, non-judgmental and non-threatening
There is freedom of thought and ideas
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The boundaries between school and larger society are porous and there is free flow of
ideas
Curiosity and questioning are encouraged
Experiential learning is emphasized
Diversity and an inclusive environment are valued
Learning is centered on the learners
Ownership, Co-creation, Refl-action are the responsibility of both teachers and students
Empathy, healing and social support are extended and students are encouraged for
their efforts
Learning is joyful
All exchange occurs in an environment of respect
The facilitator treads carefully keeping away from instructing too much or too little,
while supporting students.

For the next session titled, ‘Creating the Ideal Learning Space as a Collective’, the participants
were divided into school system specific groups: Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan, National
Institute of Open Schooling and Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti in the January festival. However, an
important learning from this format in January festival was that it was somewhat restricting for
students to express themselves in the presence of teachers. Hence, the format was somewhat
changed in May so that the students from JNVs and KVs were in one group, the teachers from
these two institutions in the second group and the NIOS learners and tutors in the third group.
Within the larger group of students, JNV and KV students worked in sub-groups and the same
was true for teachers from JNVs and KVs.
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SESSION III: Creating the Ideal Learning Space as a Collective
Objectives:
1. Identifying stories where 5th space characteristics were lived.
2. Identifying stories where 5th space characteristics were breached.
In this session, the participants were asked to write positive and negative stories/ incidences
from their school experiences on ideal learning space characteristics. They (students and
teachers) identified stories where characteristics such as ownership, co-creation, freedom from
judgment and experiential learning were either lived or breached. The stories were then read
out for all the participants in the group.
A teacher shared that she had observed worms
in the school kitchen. Since it was a sensitive
issue, she informed the Vice Principal
immediately and got the kitchen cleaned with
acid and hot water. As these issues are quickly
picked up by the media, the teacher felt that her
efforts saved the school from getting defamed.

Another teacher shared that when he caught two students
bunking his class and asked them to meet the Principal along
with him, the students sought forgiveness and wrote an apology
letter promising never to repeat this behavior again. On reading
the apology letter of one of the students, the teacher found that
the student had a flair for writing. He motivated him to write
and participate in a creative writing competition at the National
Level. The student won the competition and got encouraged to
do well in the future as well.

One teacher shared how he had breached the trust of
the school on the day of the School National Basket Ball
Meet. He shared that on the same day, there was
another event called the Regional Integrated Meet in
which he was interested. So, he finished his work in
One NIOS tutor shared that there was a group of directionless
school quickly and ran off to attend the Meet
adolescents near his study centre who would always play
pranks on the students of his school. He helped these boys to
enroll at NIOS. He worked very hard with these boys, motivated
them and taught them with special techniques. It was due to
his hard work that the group completely changed and cleared
their secondary schooling with high scores. He felt that he truly
lived the characteristics of fifth space in this story. Seeing the
success of these boys a large number of school dropouts joined
NIOS to complete their education. However, his school
allocated additional work to him; with the result he was unable
to support NIOS learners and they did not fare well in the
examinations. This he felt was a breach he was guilty of.
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Likewise, the students shared that they took ownership in the
school by discharging their responsibility of Period-Captain and
House-Captain, dutifully. One of the students shared an
instance where he was asked to mind the class but he
encouraged everyone to talk and disturb the classroom
environment and hence breached his responsibility. Many such
examples were shared by the teachers and the students.
Similarly one open learner shared that her step mother was not allowing her to pursue studies
as she was expected to look after the family needs. Her determination to study further brought
her to National institute of Open Schooling. She described how she enjoyed freedom provided
by open schooling system: the freedom of time, of open boundaries, learning at her on pace etc.
She mentioned that she lived the fifth space where due to the open schooling System she was
able to do her household chores, and satisfy her orthodox family values. Yet, she was able to
achieve her dream to study further. She also mentioned the freedom provided by NIOS helped
her in her holistic development and created a fifth space in her life.

The stories clearly highlight that there are sincere efforts at co-creating a learning environment
that is joyful and fulfilling to both students and teachers. However, in order for these
experiences to become normative, the system needs to consistently respond to felt needs and
concerns of students and teachers.
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Day-2
SESSION I: Collective Co-creation of the Ideal Learning Space
Objectives:
1. Drawing out strengths, weaknesses and recommendations for an ideal system through the
"Stop, Start, Continue" format.
Having shared what an ideal learning space was, it was further discussed that in order to realize

the ideal learning spaces in the participating school systems, every system had certain
processes and practices that were well aligned to the principles of an ideal learning space and
should be continued. It was also obvious that every system also harboured certain processes
and practices that were not in tandem with ideal learning space principles and needed to be
discontinued. Within the context of their respective schooling systems, the students and
teachers were encouraged to share their thoughts and ideas on how to make their schooling
system an ideal space for learning and suggest practices that needed to stop, continue, or start
their systems/schools.
The participants were divided in their system specific groups i.e. KVS, NVS and NIOS. Highlights
of the discussion among students and the system specific groups in the “Start, Continue, Stop”
activity were presented before the larger group later during the day.

The NVS teachers proposed a system in place to look at safety and security. For the remedial
classes that are held for weak students they proposed flexibility in timings. They proposed
stopping of gender discrimination, especially with regard to sharing responsibility. Another
practice that needed to stop was using children for personal errands. They wanted the
continuation of educational exhibitions and the science Olympiad.
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Details of students and teachers perspectives on continue, start and stop are annexed as
Annexure 2. These highlight the key suggestions that were presented at the closure. The
process of doing it in mixed groups created a space where two very critical stakeholders could
listen to each other and build understanding of each other’s realities and also challenge them.
A teacher shared how her notion that kids do not perhaps care and think about these issues
was completely challenged. She realized that they do and with as much depth as the teachers
themselves.

SESSION II: ‘My space my contribution: My role in creating the dream
learning space as an individual’
Objectives:
1. Build a common understanding on the need for individual contribution to achieve a larger
collective goal
2. Enable every individual to recognize the specific role that s/he can play in moving their
learning spaces closer to an ideal space and motivate them to pledge their commitment
towards making that individual commitment
The session began by brainstorming on the need for everyone to contribute both at a
collective as well as at an individual level in co-creating ideal learning spaces. While the
earlier session was to think through and synthesize recommendations with the
representatives of the three systems in an effort to shift things at structural level; this
session focused on the crucial role of the individual in creating a 5th space in their area of
influence. A representative stick figure was used to identify actions that could be taken at
different levels.
In the stick figure:
 The head represented knowledge
 The heart represented values
 The hand represented skills and actions.
The students and teachers listed out their contributions at the individual level to create an ideal
learning space – They identified what would they do differently at the knowledge, value and
skill building/action level to create a 5th space and move things in their influence areas vis a vis
their peers, and other stakeholders. The students and teachers wrote concrete comments for
each of these parts on the figure which when analyzed, provided insights into the ways through
which they would help in creating an ideal learning space. The table below summarizes some of
the examples shared by the participants:
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Presentations on the Stick figure
About head
About heart
About hand
(Knowledge)
(Values)
(Skills and actions)
I will have to read books, watch TV  Non-judgment
 I will participate in various cultural
and movies and gather information
and Empathy
activities to know about different
about different cultures and people.
cultures and build sensitivity in
 Ownership
myself.
I will have to widen my perspectives  Control anger
and accept differences of all kinds.
 I will take ownership and conserve
and improve the environment of
my school.
Upgrade my knowledge. I am an  Be empathetic to  I will listen to my student’s
expert in painting. I want to learn
my students
problems
without
being
sculpting, mask making, origami. I  To improve my
judgmental.
want to make my class interesting.
teaching skills
 I will alter my approach to manage
Interact with children to understand
my classes and discipline students
them better.
without any forms of punishment
or strictures.
More research for my subject.
Attending
workshops
and
orientation from time to time.

Hence, the participants identified individual level contributions to an ideal learning space at
three levels: knowledge, values and skills.

My contribution to co-create an ideal learning space - students
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SESSION III: Skill Building Sessions - Making the 5th space
characteristics come alive through posters, comics, creative writing
and theatre
Objectives:
1.

2.

Sharing the understanding about what is an ideal learning space, it's characteristics and
what we need to do to make it a reality through posters, comics, creative writing and
theatre
Working on Action Projects within the creative groups to bring alive the principles of
ideal learning spaces

In this session, skill building workshops were organized on four forms of expression, namely,
theatre, creative writing, comics development and poster making. The students and teachers
joined one of the three groups based on their interest and within those groups they pursued
one of the forms of expression.
In the theatre group, the participants
were asked to introduce themselves
either by singing or performing an action
with a modulated tone. After the initial
rapport formation, they were divided
into groups and each group took up one
of the characteristic of an ideal learning
space. They prepared an act on each of
the characteristics and this act had to be presented the next day, in
the larger gathering.
The festival in January had a session on creative writing to enable interested participants to
express themselves through this particular creative form. The session started with participants
being paired with a person they are not very familiar with. They were then given five minutes to
ask each other questions from which they can gauge each other’s values and get a glimpse of
each other’s belief systems. The facilitator then shared a slide with some questions where
blanks had to be filled by the participants. Later, the participants were engaged in free writing
on topics of their choice.
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The poster making group developed posters representing various
themes of an ideal space. Students were given inputs on how
visuals could be made more effective by introducing three
dimension elements in a two dimensional space. Team work and
coordination was an important take
away from the poster session. The
session on cartoon making was
greatly appreciated as it gave
expression to the ideas of not only
students but also teachers who thought that one needed to be a
great artist in order to make comics. All these skill building sessions
were brought to a close by discussing the need for providing
learners’ with a space where they can express themselves freely.
The day closed with the participants being taken out for a half day excursion to the Qutub
Minar, India Gate and the Lotus Temple which helped them to bond and connect better with
their fellow participants.
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Day 3
SESSION I: Bringing Ideal Learning Spaces to Life!
Objective:
1. To share synthesized aspirations and recommendations for co-creating ideal learning spaces
in participating school systems
The participants were given time in the morning to fine tune their presentations using the three
modes of creative expression. They worked on the projects including rehearsals and dry runs,
which they finally presented on the final day, with the help of the dedicated resource person.
System-specific start, stop and continue presentations were also finalized for sharing with
senior officials.

Guests and audience listening to the presentations of Students and Teachers

The students and teachers presented their creative experiences through different creative
modes of expression: theatre, creative writing, comics and posters.
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The AEP website was shown to the participants who were informed about the different
features of the website. A website was shown to the participants encouraging them to
participate in a unique contest for young people – naming of the Centre for Excellence
collaboration between UNFPA and the Tata Institute of Social Sciences. The participants were
informed that 10 best entries would be selected who will be invited to undertake research on
issues related to young people, and the best entry would win a trip to the UN Hqs in New York.
Thereafter, the representatives from NCERT, NIOS, KVS, NVS, UNFPA and Pravah shared insights
with the students and teachers.
In the closing Ceremony, the dignitaries included Prof.
Saroj Yadav (Head and Dean, Dept. of Social Science,
NCERT),
Ms.
Frederika
Meijer
(UNFPA
Representative), Ms. Sudeshna Sen (Secretary,
NCERT), Ms. V. Vijaylakshmi (Joint Commissioner
(Acad.) Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan), Dr. Kuldeep
Aggrawal (Director, NIOS), Mr. G. Arumugam (Deputy
Commissioner, Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti), and Mr.
Sulab Kumar (Director Adolescent Intervention,
Pravah).
The NIOS representative congratulated all and said
that the festival is the triumph of the spirit of
inclusivity. Remarks by the students and teachers in
the ‘stop, start and continue’ exercise clearly
pointed towards each systems desire for freedom
that is the hallmark of open education. It is not
necessary that a person who has a certificate or
degree is truly educated. It is spaces like Youth
Festival that celebrate interaction, reflection and
creation are real education.
The Kendriya Vidyalaya representative shared a verse from Khalil Gibran’s “Your Children are
not your Children” that emphasises on the individuality of children and respect for their
freedom and the choices that they make. Stressing that KVS always believes in holistic
development of the children, their individuality and freedom, the initiatives and approaches
used by Adolescence Education Programme was appreciated. It was reiterated that the spirit of
AEP activities should pervade all the school programmes beyond the prescribed 23 hours.
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The NVS representative announced that from 2015 onwards teachers from JNVs will be
nominated regularly for attending the three-month career guidance and counseling course that
is offered by NCERT. The representative also committed to placing the recommendations that
came from the NVS group before the NVS senior management the same evening.
The three day workshop enabled students to have a creative experience and build
organizational skills aimed at promoting youth leadership and co-creation of schools as positive
spaces. The workshop ended with a gallery walk and group photo sessions.
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Highlights and Learning Outcomes of the Festival
The three day Youth Festival proved to be a meaningful exercise because of the learning that
the participants and other people involved in it were able to take back with them. Some of the
themes that clearly emerged during the course of the festival are summarized as follows:


The Concept of an Ideal Learning Space (ILS): During different interactions and activities
students and teachers arrived at the concept of an Ideal Learning Space (ILS). This space
was viewed as a learning space which is conducive to joyful and meaningful teaching
learning space. It was envisioned that teachers and students are both equally
responsible for the co-creation of these spaces. It was also very heartening to note that
both teachers and students were very keen to co-create these spaces and were willing
to make the necessary efforts to experience ideal learning spaces within their schooling
system. It was also clear that certain structural issues such as the existing criteria for
evaluation of student and teachers’ performance, Comprehensive and Continuous
Evaluation (CCE) will need attention by the policy makers to facilitate the co-creation of
these spaces.



Components of an ILS: The participants of the Youth Festival through different modes of
expression defined the characteristics of an ILS. These qualities were suggested by both
teachers and learners therefore these included systemic changes as well as changes in
teaching-learning methods too. According to the suggestions an ILS would:
 be a space free from fear, violence and discrimination
 have necessary infrastructure, well stocked libraries, clean drinking water and
working toilets with flush
 provide equal opportunities to all the learners
 nurture healthy relationship between teachers and students and between
student and student
 not have prescribed CCE. There was a lot of discussion on the discontinuation of
the paperwork and the arbitrariness of evaluation.
 vocational training for learners
 provision of computers and courses in ICT
 more opportunities for physical activities
 provision of multiple subject options after tenth class boards
 less burden of paper work on teachers
 cooperation between administration and teachers
 have flexibility and freedom for both teachers and learners
 a space where people are not judged and where they are valued
 have complaint and suggestion boxes
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Voicing Issues through Creative Expression: The most important aspect of the Youth
Festival was that participants realized that creative forms of expression are effective
ways of voicing one’s views and raising awareness on a specific issue. They also realized
that there were several forms of creative expression and were exposed to creative
writing, poster making, development of comics and theater. Teachers also participated
in these creative expression workshops. The workshops enabled both the student and
teacher participants to express themselves in a direct as well as symbolic manner. The
workshops helped the participants in honing their skills in the art forms that they had
opted for. It was obvious that the student-teacher community have everything it takes
to co-create ideal learning spaces. With the necessary support and encouragement from
the system, we could begin to see a positive shift in our learning spaces. Development
of Life Skills: The Adolescence Education Program (AEP) lays strong emphasis on the
development of life skills in adolescents. This emphasis was visible during the entire
course of the festival. Participants were encouraged to reflect and be able to empathize
with situations and express their views on it, using diverse media. Participants from
diverse backgrounds were given a platform to share their views with a larger audience.
They also got a chance to interact with people from different regions of India. Teachers
were able to share their issues and strategies with other teachers who participated in
the festival. Students made friends with students from different school systems and
those from branches of similar system but studying in other states. Importantly, the
festival provided an opportunity to all the participants to connect with diverse
experiences which were a very meaningful experience and an important step towards
connecting with different realities without being judgemental!
Bringing forth Student Agency: The workshop witnessed the agency of young
adolescents through a number of ways. They showcased their creative ideas and voiced
revolutionary opinions with regard to the education system of the country. The reforms
they suggested show us way ahead as they come from the most important stakeholder
group, i.e. the students themselves. The students are the ones that are most affected by
any reforms in education and giving due attention to their voices will be most beneficial
in drawing out suggestions for policies on education. Their agency also came forth in
their leadership skills. They took ownership of their learning as well as their learning
spaces during the workshop. They tried to transform the workshop learning space into a
space that they themselves visualized as their ideal learning space. Here, they freely and
fearlessly raised doubts and questions, joyfully and actively participated in all the
activities, gave respect to other’s views and perspectives, gave equal chance of
participation to fellow participants and learnt through experientially doing activities.
One of the questions that came up repeatedly was on the fate of their
recommendations. While there was hope there was also a sense of disillusionment. It is
for the system to ensure that these recommendations are taken cognizance of and
reverting to the participants.
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The Youth Festival also became a platform for students and teachers to share their
issues with the authorities who in turn assured them that they will be provided with
required support.
The festival provided insights on meaningful school education from the perspective of
both young people as well as the teachers. These learning can be further utilized not
only in policy forums to determine the larger contours of school education but also
serve as a readily available resource for school administration and teachers to better
respond to the aspirations and expectations of young people. As AEP is moving towards
finding its legitimate space in school education, this initiative will contribute towards
influencing the entire school ethos rather than being a stand-alone programme. It is
important that the recommendations from the festival are shared at relevant policy
forums and the action taken communicated back with the participating students and
teachers so that they are reassured that their ideas for improving the teaching learning
environment are valued by the system.
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ANNEXURE 1a
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
28-30 January 2015
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ANNEXURE 1b
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
6-8 May 2015
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ANNEXURE 2
Stop
JANUARY
 Being judgmental
 Personal work of teachers by
students
 Giving homework of all subjects
on the same day
 Burden of extra classes on
students and teachers
 Burden of record making and
paperwork
 Overloading teachers with non
academic work
 Competition for grades (CGP and
PI)
 Autocratic
attitude
of
administrators
 Promotions based on hierarchies
 Discrimination on the basis of
gender, caste, class, religion.

MAY – Teachers
 Minimising record keeping
especially CCE records which
takes more time than execution.
 Personal problems of the
students must not be discussed
in the staffroom so that the
child image is tarnished by other
teachers.

School System: Kendriya Vidyalaya
Start

Continue

 AEP in all schools and allocate a separate
period for AEP
 Provision of proper infrastructure
including clean drinking water and clean
toilets in schools
 Installation of Computers in every
department and each classroom should
have a minimum of six computers for
group work
 Teacher-student ratio restricted to 1:30
 Increase games and physical education
periods
 Integrate PSA with subjects
 Include practical experience in every
subject
 Vocational education from class-VIII.
 More options for class-XI students
including arts, music, sports, musical
instruments
 Open Library on all working days
 Provide every child with a chance to
share their views
 Cultivate healthy relations between
students, teachers and principals
 Maintenance of e-diary, manual diary or
daily dairy instead of paperwork

 Extra classes for those who
need extra help
 Providing new uniforms
 Organizing programmes where
teachers and students can
participate together
 PSA system and ASL system
th
 Board exams in 10
 Programmes that teach about
our culture
 Teaching of foreign languages
 Enabling teachers to nurture
learner’s curiosity and help
them out in difficulties
 Variations in Morning assembly
but limiting the duration of the
assembly to a maximum of 20
minutes
 Equal
opportunities
for
participation in assembly
 Respecting women and all
others.

 Rotation of escort
duty for every
teacher.
 Students teacher ratio as per NCF
2005(1:35).
 Cultural exchange programme for
students.
 Involve student council in various
decision making process like comanaging Budgets, Planning and
organising one day events(Sport Day,
Annual Day, Teachers Day)
 Intensive teacher training for effective
implementation of CCE(Assessment and
evaluation)
 More incentives for teachers

 Two way learning process and
communication:

By not just imposing the
information on the students,
rather
involving
students’
opinions,
questions
and
perception.
 CCE: To evaluate the students
continuously throughout the
session, they are given activities
which enable them to explore
the topic/concept themselves
which highlights active learning.
 Educational
trips
and
excursions:
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School System: Kendriya Vidyalaya
 Appointment of permanent counsellors
in every school.
 Equal distribution of In-chargeship
among all teachers by giving turns to
lead.
 Incentive award: making record keeping
process simple enough for everyone.


MAY-Students
 Stereotypes – labeling a student
on the basis of their appearance
 Bullying
and
ragging
–
overpowering
the
weak
students or teasing girls
 Poor counseling – inexperienced
teachers
misguiding
the
students
 Social stigmas – putting boy-girl
relationships in a negative light
 Misuse of power by some
teachers.
 Pressurized studying – forcing
students to study what they
don’t want to
 Partiality
–
unnecessary
privileges to bright students
 Block periods – ignorance in the
teachers approach
 Marks oriented studying –
studying not for learning but for
marks
 Always
an
air
around
considering Science as superior
subject to commerce or arts

 Broader Stream Choices – choosing any
five subjects without being categorized
 Hygienic Canteens – where children can
get nutritious food
 Scholarships for Bright and UnderPrivileged Students
 Proper Sanitation Facilities – clean
washrooms,
sufficient
water
&
appropriate infrastructure
 Smart Classes
 Transportation Facilities – school buses
and vans
 Language Options – going beyond Hindi
and Sanskrit


 Appointment of vocational
teachers:
 Peer learning: To enable them
to be self-learners
 Experiential learning: Students
are able to relate the classroom
experiences with their daily
lives.
 Club activities: These develop
students area of interest
 Swachch Bharat Abhiyan: with
the involvement of
both
students and teachers
 Youth Parliament and Youth
Festival to share ideas and
culture on common platform at
Regional and National Level
 Conducting morning assembly
in multiple languages
 Co-education
system
–
understanding and valuing the
opposite gender’s perspective
& helping individuals to build
their social skills.
 Cultural Diversity – learning to
work with people from different
walks of life & inclusion.
 CCE System – bridging the gab
between academics and cocurricular activities
 Smart-class
Education
–
learning with technology
 Counseling
–
helping
adolescents cope with everyday
challenges
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Stop
JANUARY
 Corporal punishment
 Continuous and Comprehensive
Evaluation
 Misuse of authority
 Personal work of teachers by
students
 Being judgmental
 Making personal comments about
students in staffroom.
MAY – TEACHERS
 CCE- good concept but not well
implemented.
 Non-Academic duties.
 Stop giving everything free to APL
students.
 Sunday duties should be stopped.
 The system needs to rethink about
segregation between boys and girls

School System: Navodaya Vidyalaya
Start
 AEP as a compulsory subject
th
 More options after 10
 Coaching for entrance tests
Installation of CCTV camera
and guard
 Educational tours
 Freedom of expression

 Every
JNV
should
have
professional counsellors.
 Engage alumni in motivating
the students
 Create listening space for
students both in terms of time
and set up
 Start interactive classes on
Saturdays with the objective of
Learning with Fun
 Craft classes for students to
release their creativity and
release stress.
 Excursion and educational tours
for the students
 Time for teachers and students
to relax.
 Fix maximum number of days in
an academic year that a
teachers spends on off campus
duty
 Post of warden should be
created
 Annual internal examinations
should be conducted for all
staff members in JNV in their
respective area of specialisation
 Compensatory
leaves
for
working on Sundays and
holidays
 Define working hours
 Introducing incentives and
rewards for teachers
 Health and family benefits

Continue

 Experiential learning
 PSA and Sports, fun activities and
pace-setting activities
 Regular attendance
 Balanced diet
 Complaint and Suggestion box
 Watching TV and reading newspaper
 Cleaning the campus.

 PSA-As it prepare students for the
competitive exams
 CCA- Cross Curricular activities.
 Counselling of the students by the
teachers
 CLUB activities-Maths Club, Science
Club etc
 Rewards to students
 Sports activities
 Migration system
 Interaction with the students on a
regular basis
 Interpersonal relations between
teachers students and parents
 Prefect system


MAY – STUDENTS
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 Gender discrimination (teacher /
students)
 Work overload on teachers
 Forcing students to choose their
streams against their wish
 Too much of documentation
 Conflicts between students and
teachers (partiality / special
attention to scholar students)
 Non paper pen test work – too
much load on student
 Ragging and bullying with juniors

School System: Navodaya Vidyalaya
 Waste management

 Training for self defence

 Educational trips and study 
tours

 Flexible time schedule for
remedial studies*

 Conducting problem solving 
assessment from class VI
 Interschool competitions*

 Equal opportunities for boys 
and girls for PE

 Kitchen garden
 Students to go out with 
teachers / parents once a 
month
 Improve ICT/Lab activities

 Group discussions*

 Psychological and emotional 
counseling for students


PTC meetings
Migration policy
Suggestion and grievance box
Meetings
with
captains
and
interaction with students
Co curricula activities
Giving opportunities for Class X
students to choose their streams
NCC/Scout/Guides
Celebration of festivals
Career counselling by teachers and
other scholars
Availability of games
Conducting
Olympiads
(science/maths)
Assessment of speaking and learning
Smart classes
Morning assemblies
Trips – educational*
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Stop

School System: National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS)
Start

Continue

JANUARY
 Discrimination
between students.
 Non-cooperation of
administration.

MAY
 Stop
Misconceptions
about :
- The value of NIOS
certification
- The quality of NIOS
Courses
- NIOS Fees structure
- That NIOS is only for
dropouts
 Late submission of text
books towards learners.
 Unauthorized persons
and touts

 Distribution of self-study materials on
time
 Various mediums of teaching-learning
(where it is not already in place)
 Special attention to subjects that require
experiments
 Extra classrooms for learning
 Hands-on experiments and experiences
 Physical
activities
and
cultural
programmes
 Counseling programmes in Regional
Centers
 Complaint and suggestion boxes in NIOS
affiliated centers
 Equal opportunities and access for all
 Scholarships and fee waivers
for
meritorious students
 Prizes and incentives for learners of NIOS
 Developing
values
of
honesty,
truthfulness (and others mentioned by
the participants) in learners
 Awareness programmes about NIOS and
expansion of the outreach of NIOS
 Training of teachers of affiliated centers
by NIOS and other relevant bodies
 Felicitating teachers for their good
teaching practices
 Accountability of administrative and
teaching staff

 Various mediums of teachinglearning
 Freedom to choose subjects
 Equal opportunities and access for all
 Opportunities to work while studying
 Revamping the system
 Support from relevant authorities.

 Physical education and yoga subjects
 Regional languages as a medium of
examinations also
 Increase no. of TOC-subject from other
boards.
 Provision of mid-day meal concept for
NIOS
 Placement services for NIOS pass outs
 Induction and graduation ceremony for
learners
 Counseling and life skill centers
 Rationalization of PCP and TMA
remuneration to tutors and AI and it

 Freedom
to
choose
subject
combinations
 PCP classes to be continued
 Online registration process
 Vocational and skill development
courses to be continued
 Mobile app learning facility to be
made more extensive
 To advertise more awareness for
vocational and professional courses
 Staggered Exam system and On
demand exam system
 Motivational behavior.
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 Judgmental behavior of
formal school system
 Discrimination against
NIOS learners
 Syllabus load
 Malpractices
 Leniency in attendance
system in learning
Centers
 Exam Centres that are
far away from home


School System: National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS)
should be regular and on time.
 Age of learner no bar for admission
 Internal choice in question
 •More promotion to the ICT
 Practical Co- curricular activities for  Facility to study in the regional
NIOS Learners
 language, study materials in
 Financial assistance for the A.I s for  different regional languages
infrastructure developments.
 •HUNAR should be continued and
 Offering NIOS courses both as open
extended to all the AIs
distance as well as to formal schools.  •Learner engagement activity to
However, Fee structure of full time
continue and extended to all AIs
private learning center must be  •Flexibility of teaching and learning
regularized by the NIOS. It will be very  Respect of each other’s thoughts and
helpful to parents who do not have
opinions.
other choice rather than paying  Fearless and positive atmosphere full
whatever the school fixes as fees.
of love and trust.
 Freedom of choice being able to
 Co- curricular activities for NIOS
change the subject within a month.
Learners
 Two way communication.
 Increase number of competitions in  Free from ragging and bullying.
sports and cultural activities.
 Spreading awareness among the
 Earmark specific class rooms and
masses more profusely
provide trained experienced teachers
 Workshops, Competitions, classes
 Different question paper for special
should continue, to improve the
learners
learner’s interest and motivation
 Issue study materials immediately after  Dedicated teachers service and
enrolment is confirmed
motivation should continue
 Introduce different options of contact  Pattern, type of Study Materials and
classes e.g.,- online etc.
syllabus to continue
 Introduce parents counseling
 All government schools should establish
their own NIOS study centres all over
the country
 Infra structures should be improved in
all learning centres
 Recognition of NIOS certificate by all
Boards, Universities and Employment
exchanges
 Widespread and creative publicity of
NIOS. Success stories of NIOS Alumni
and advertising NIOS courses using
positive statements such as “minimum
percentile is added in ITI competition
 Regular classes for jail inmates.
 Orientation classes for Tutors should be
held regularly
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